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(Received April 15, 1967) 
The resistances of rectangular thin film resistors have been calculated by 
Tomochika's method using conformal mapping. The resistances for several 
configulations of electrodes have been treated, and the results of calculation 
have agreed well with experimental results. Further, the results of calculation 
and experiment are given for resistors with the same shape as the perpen-
dicular section of rod-type composition resistors on market. 
1 Introduction 
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It is an interesting problem how much resistance a resistor with the electrodes of 
arbitrary configulation shows in comparison with the standard resistor having parallel 
electric streams, of which the resistance can be calculated easily using Ohm's law. A 
method to solve the three dimensional Laplacian equation for cylindrical resistors has 
been derived by A. Gray and G. B. Mathews (1). And T. Nakai (2) has calculated 
resistances of cylindrical resistors using the resistance formula of Gray and Mathews. 
T. Endo (3) has obtained one conformal mapping method for two-dimensional film resistors, 
and S. Tomochika (4) has drived another conformal mapping method for the same problem 
and represented the result using elliptic functions and its expanded representations. 
K. Sugihara and M. Sugiyama (5) tried to solve the Laplacian equation for two-dimensional 
problem but the results of calculations disagreed with the experimental results. They 
have then calculated the same problem using Tomochika's conformal mapping method. 
and showed their results agree well with the experimental results. (6) 
In the present paper the calculations using the conformal mapping method following 
S.Tomochika are reported for several configulations of electrodes on the two-dimensional 
film resistors and are compared with the experimental results. The calculations for 
three-dimensional cylindrical resistors using the spread method of comformal mapping 
have been reported in former memoirs. (7) 
2 Calculations 
2 -1 Principle If the electrical conductivity (f is constant in the field of two-dimen-
sional steady current, the Laplacian equation for the potential V is 
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dV=O. 
As V is a harmonic function, this two-dimensional Laplacian equation is invariant under 
conformal mapping. That is to say, 
if 
we have 
where z = x + iy, W = u + iv and w = fez). Therefore, if Ohm's law i = (/ E is satisfied 
on z-plane, it is also satisfied on w-plane. So, f1 is isotropic and invariant under conformal 
mapping on arbitrary plane. This property of conformal mapping method is available for 
our problems. 
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Fig. 1 Four planes and three steps of transformation from z-plane to r-plane. 
Fig. 1 shows the illustration of the conformal mapping composed of the three trans-
formations from z-plane to r-plane. The configulation of electrodes in the last transfor-
mation as Fig. 1 (d) is suited to the calculation of the resistance of the thin film resistor 
as Fig. 1 (al. 
2-2 The transfonnation from z-plane to w-plane The transformation from z-plane 
to w-plane is determined by the following Schwarz-Christoffel transformation: 
··· .... · .. · .. ··(1) 
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where Cl and C2 are arbitrary constants. We put w = 0 at z = O. whence C2 = O. And 
Cl = al K when w = 1 at z = a. 
where 
K _Jl dw 
- 0 v (1-w2) (1-k2w2) 
We get therefore the following expression for the transformation. 
Z = ; fW ;;--(1-~)d71':"k2w2) =rp(w). ············(2) 
Putting w = 11k at z = a + ib, we get 
ib =~Jl/k dw>=~~= 
K 1 V (1- w2) 0- k2w2) 
Modifying this equation by the transformation W= II v 1 - 1I2u12 , where k'2 = 1 - k 2• we 
have 
a ft dw' 
b = To ? (1- W'2 ) (1- k'2w'2) ; eK', 
therefore we get 
K'IK = b/a. ············(3) 
where 
The inverse transformation of Eq. (2) is 
w = rp-l ( ~ Z )=sn( 4- z, k ). ·· .. · .. • .. · .. ··(4) 
2-3 The transfonnation from w-plane to (-plane The transformation from w-
plane to ,-plane is given by the following linear transformation: 
W-W3 • w,-wz _ (-(8 .34-(2 ............... (5) 
W-Wz w.-ws (-(2 (4-(S. 
The following table shows corresponding points on z. w and ,-plane: 
We note we have 
z-plane 
Zl= -a 
Z2= - (a- 0) 
zs=a-o 
Z4=a 
From Eqs. (5) and (6) we have 
w-plane 
wl=-l 
W-Wg • w4+wa _~~. (4+'8 
w+ws Wt - wa - (+(3 (4 - '3 
(-plane 
(l=-1Ik1 
(2= -1 
(3=1 
(4= 1/kl 
Putting w=-w. (=Wl) and (=-(4 (=(1) in Eq. (7). we have 
W4+W~ ('+(8 
W4- W g C4-CS 
hence Eq. (7) becomes a simpler form: 
w-Wa 
W+Wa 
.. ···· .. · .. · .. ·(6) 
···············(7) 
.. ·· .. · .. ·· .... (8) 
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Putting W=W4, C=1/kl and (3=1 in Eq. (8), we get a relation: 
k t ::::W3/W4. 
We express W3 and W4 with elliptic functions as Eq. (4-), namely 
W4 :::: sn( ~ a, k) ::::sn(K,k)::::l, 
Wa :::: sn{ ~ (a-o),k}==sn(K -+K, k) 
110 
= _L. 1 - 2q' cos Or + ......... *3 
l/k' 7(0 1 + 2q' cos -(ir-- + ......... 
where .. =iK' /K =ib/a, r = -1/r=ia/b*4. 
and q'= exp(i1l.'):::: exp(-1ta/b). 
From the definition of k. we get 
~k'= ~1l(01·) ::::!...Q.(OI·'L= 1 - 4q'+ ........ · 
"s(OI.) l?s(OIt') . 
Therefore, from Eqs. (9), 0..0) and (12) we have 
W 'itO kl ::::~3 =C1+4q'+ ........ ·)(1-4q' cosh -+ ......... ) 
W4 b 
110 
== 1 + 4q' ( 1 - cosh -b-) + ......... 
* 1 Definitions: 
cn (u,k) dn (u,k) ::: v71. 
* 2 Imaginary transformations : 
;-i- (i7TZ2) (Z I') {)s (zl.) :::: .\- -.- exp --.- • Ds -.- t" , 
/-i (i 7f z~ ) (Z 1 ,) iJ2 (zl·) ::: ,v -:r- exp - -.- • iJo -z:-. . 
~3 (-ik-) 
Do (~~-) 
···············(9) 
···············{1O) 
.. .. · .. · .. · .. ··(U) 
.. • .... · ...... ·(12) 
* 3 Expansion for D-functions : In Eq. (U), if alb> 2, q' <exp (-21l') ~ 0.0019. Thus, q' is very 
small value, so the following expansions with respect to q' can be derived: 
f)a (2!. I·') 
{Jo (2!.-1 r) 
:::: 1 + 2q' cos~ + ......... , 
a. 
= 1-2q' cos~ + 
a. 
* 4 K and K' are defined by iJ-functions, i. e. 
2 2 
2K = 1t{J8 (0) , 2iK' :::: 1tn?a (0), 
thus .=iK' /K. 
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= 1 - 8 exp (- 7t~) sinh2 ~ + ...... " .. 
b 2b 
., .•••••••• ·(13) 
2-4 The transfonnation from r-plane to (-plane 
electrodes as Fig. 1 (d) is 
The resistance of the resistor with 
•.•.......... ··(14) 
where p is the resistivity and d is the thickness of film resistor. In order to get the 
resistance R, we need ultimately seek not all the exact mapping functions, but only 
the value of ratio Kt/K'}. The mapping function from r-plane to (-plane is 
which is similar to Eq. (2). K} and K'1 in Fig. 1 (d) are defined by the following 
equations 
where k'1 2 = 1 - k}2 and (= vl--'=--k(2(f2 • 
From the definition of kl like Eq. (12) for k, we get the following equation : * 
[ 
{) (0 I. ') 2 
kl = {):COlr;') ] = 1 - 8q'l + """"', 
where ,,'I = iKdK'l and q't = exp (-nKt/K't), 
therefore 
kl = 1 - 8 exp (-1CK1/Kt') + ......... . ............... (15) 
Comparing Eq. (15) with Eq. (is), we find the following equation for Kt/ K't : 
Kl a 1 (." 1C(J ) Kt' = -b- - ---rr log smh42J} + ......... , ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,U61 
Thus, from Eqs. ~ and (16), we get an equation 
............. "(17) 
by neglecting the higher order terms with respect to q't. 
* Expansion for {)-functions : 
If K1IK{> 2. we have q/ = exp (-1CK1/Kt')< 0.0019. so {)o (Olrt') and {)s (Olrt') are expanded 
with respect to q{. Consequently kl is also expanded. If sinh ;f-~1, then the second term in 
Eq. U61 is always positive, and hence the condition K 1IK{>2 of expansion for kl is satisfied 
whenever alb> 2. Therefore. the condition under which the expantion in Eq. a5) is valid is 
7tO 
sinh ~ ~ 1. namely (J S 0.562 b. 
) . Kl When (] > 0.562 b, from Eq. (16 we have an approximate equatlOn K'l a b 
o 
-b- + 0.441, 
and hence the condition K1/K/> 2 is replaced by (] < a - 1.56 b. 
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We think two standard resistors as Fig. 2, and 
resistances of these resistors are expressed by 
the following equations respectively : 
Ro == _L. ~- in Fig. 2 (a), and 
db' 
Rot = - ~ • J(a ?_D, in Fig. 2 (b). 
Thus, calculating the ratios of R to Ro and R'o, 
respectively, we get 
.ft._= 1-~ log (Sinh~) 
Ro 1fa 2b 
·········(18) 
R 0 2b (. 1f0) 
-=1+------10g smh-Ro' a-a 1t: (a-o) 2b ·········cr9) 
In the former equation, we have RIRo 1 at sinh 
~: = 1, and in the later, we have R/R'o = 1 when 
a--+=, and 
_ R_= 1 +O.4413-P---
Rot a- 0 ·········(20) 
when a--+ = with constant (a - a). 
3 Experimental Method and Results 
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Fig. 2 Two standard resistors with 
parallel electric streams. 
The film resistors printed resistance ink on bakelite boards were prepared. 
Unnecessary part of resistance film was cut off with a razer to get the desired shape 
of film resistors, and electrodes were painted with silverpaint on film. Resistances were 
measured with a DC-Bridge measurable up to three figures of resistance values. 
2.0 The relation of resistance ratio R/ Ro to 
1[1Il[ R J the length (J of electrodes is shown in Fig. 3, 
~,*"2(o.-8)~ where the length a of resistor is fixed con-
+--2o.~ stant. In Fig. 4 (a) and (b), the relations of 
1.5 l{m~ Ro I resistance ratio Rj R' 0 (a) to electrode interval 
a-a and (b) to electrode length (J with constant 
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Fig. 3 The relation of resistance ratio R/Ro 
to length 0 of electrodes on resistor with 
constant length a. 
a-a are shown, and in Fig. 4 (a) experiments 
and calculations according to Eqs. (19) and (~ 
are compared. 
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Fig. 4 The relations of resistance ratios R/Ro' (a) to electrode interval a-iJ and (b) 
to electrode length iJ with constant length a-a. 
I 
b 
4 An applied Problem 
1 (A) 
12 
A film resistor with electrodes of which width is e 
is shown in Fig. 5. We assume that a plane of resis-
tor is divided into two parts, A and B. In part A, 
the electric stream flowing between electrodes is 
straight and independent of it in the remaining part 
B. And we can easily calculate resistance by Ohm's 
law. In part B, we utillize the previous results for 
( 2a ) 
Fig. 5 Resistor with electrodes 
intruded upon the rectangular 
domain of a resistor. 
calculation of its resistance. Fig. 6 shows experimental equipotential lines. This illustra-
tion shows that the divided treatment of resistance calculation is reasonable. 
The result of calculation is 
R _ -(a - O)~-b - e) 1T (;~ 0) log { sinh 2(:: e) } 
-Ro(---~-~-:=-~~) - 7r (¥_~) log {sinh 2(:~e)} 
In Eq. (21) if 0 > 2 (b - e), we have 
where, 
R 1 + u 
Ro' 
u= 
1 + e , ~b~ u 
2 (b-e) log 2 
'It: (a-a) 
-............. -(21) 
............ ' .. (22) 
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The relation of R/ Ro to R/ R' 0 is 
a-o R R 
Ro -a-·W 
, 
/' 
,'1.2 
electrode 
7 
6 
3 
Fig. 6 Experimental equipotential 
lines. 
The theoretical curves of Eqs. ~-~3) 
and experimental values are shown in 
Fig. 7. 
The derived resistance ratios for seve-
ral configulations of electrodes on the 
film resistors is listed in Table 1. 
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Fig. 7 The relations of (a) resistance ratio 
R/Ro to electrode length 8, and (b) 
resistance ratio R / Ro' to electrode 
interval a-'S. 
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Table. 1 
II R 2p [ a 2 (. 1[lJ )] R =T -b- - trloge, smh2b" 
+-6~ 
~ 2a ) 
(a>2b, a;:;0.56 b or lJ:'S:a-1.5 b) 
h~ R R = :: [+ - + log e (sin -;;-)] 
( 2a ) 
i 1ta 
b 1l'o+2a loge 2 
it (b> 2a. lJ> 2.29a) 
<E-2a~ 
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